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Abstract: Recently, inter-vehicle communication, which helps to avoid collision accidents (by driving
safety support system) and facilitate self-driving (by dissemination of road and traffic information),
has attracted much attention. In this paper, in order to efficiently collect road/traffic information in the
request/response manner, first a basic method, Content-centric network (CCN) for Vehicular network
(CV), is proposed, which applies CCN cache function to inter-vehicle communication. Content
naming and routing, which take vehicle mobility into account, are investigated. On this basis, the CV
method is extended (called ECV) to avoid the cache miss problem caused by vehicle movement,
and is further enhanced (called ECV+) to more efficiently exploit cache buffer in vehicles, caching
content according to a probability decided by a channel usage rate. Extensive evaluations on the
network simulator Scenargie, with a realistic open street map, confirm that the CV method and its
extensions (ECV, ECV+) effectively reduce the average number of hops of data packets (by up to 47%,
63%, and 83%, respectively) and greatly improve the content acquisition success rate (by up to 356%,
444%, and 689%, respectively), compared to the method without a cache mechanism.

Keywords: inter-vehicle communication; content-centric network; cache miss; channel usage rate

1. Introduction

Inter-vehicle communication (IVC) is an important method for a driving safety support
system, via which vehicles exchange positions and speed information to prevent collision accidents.
This technique has been put into practical use in Japan since 2015, and still draws a lot of research
attention in the world [1–4].

Various types of information are handled by the IVC, and can be roughly classified into two
categories. One category is safety-related information (e.g., sudden brake of vehicles, emergency
vehicle approach). Such information must be delivered to all vehicles fast and reliably, and failing to
do so may lead to traffic accidents. For this reason, dissemination via broadcast in the push manner is
effective for this category, which is characterized by the fact that information is disseminated without
an explicit request [1]. The other category is driving comfort-related information (e.g., road closure,
and congestion at forward intersections). Such information is not directly related to traffic accidents,
and a delay in dissemination is allowed. In addition, vehicles with different routes usually have
different interests. Therefore, dissemination via request/reply in the pull manner is often used for
this category, which is characterized by the explicit request. This paper focuses on the 2nd category.
However, as the number of vehicles requesting information increases, congestion due to repeated
transmission of the same information becomes a problem.

In order to solve this problem, this paper suggests applying a content-centric network (CCN [5])
for the efficient dissemination of road/traffic information in IVC [6]. CCN, often used for content
dissemination in the Internet, has some points in common with the pull type dissemination in IVC.
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Content caching function of CCN is expected to prevent redundant dissemination and reduce the
number of forwarding of data packets in IVC. However, there are also significant differences between
IVC and CCN, as follows: (1) CCN usually assumes that the content is static and remains unchanged
after creation, but, in IVC, the content (traffic event) changes dynamically because the traffic and road
conditions change continuously [7]. Therefore, conventional cache management policy in CCN cannot
be directly applied in IVC. (2) CCN is designed for content dissemination on the Internet, where content
provider and routers almost do not move. In comparison, vehicles move at fast speeds in IVC.
In addition, it is necessary to devise a unique name for information exchanged by IVC. For example,
when a certain traffic jam is detected by multiple vehicles and assigned different names, other vehicles
may think multiple traffic jams exist. In summary, in order to apply CCN for efficiently disseminating
(Pull type) road/traffic information in IVC, the following issues must be taken into account:

• Problem 1: Content naming. How should traffic events be named uniquely (and in a way easy to
understand) when it is possible for multiple vehicles to detect the same traffic event?

• Problem 2: Routing Interest/Data packets. Network topology is assumed to be almost unchanged
in CCN, but, in IVC, it changes constantly because the content requester, provider, and relay
vehicles always move. Thus, efficient routing is a challenge.

• Problem 3: Content cache management. How can the cache be managed efficiently when content
changes frequently and vehicles move?

In this paper, we first propose a basic method, CCN for vehicular network (CV). For Problem
1, a unique name is given for a traffic event by using intersections and the type of content, and,
for Problem 2, location based routing is adopted, and a relay vehicle is selected according to the
progress made by each vehicle. As described in Problem 3, with location-based routing, it is preferred
that the farthest vehicle be selected as the relay in order to reduce the number of hops. However, if the
farthest vehicle does not have specified content in the cache buffer, while other nearer vehicles do,
the cache miss problem occurs. In addition, it is inefficient for all vehicles to cache the same content.
Therefore, the basic CV method is further extended to address the cache miss problem (the ECV method)
and cache content according to a probability decided by the channel usage rate (the ECV+ method).
Simulation evaluations on network simulator Scenargie, with a realistic open street map, confirm that
the proposed methods significantly reduce the number of hops (number of content transmission) and
improve the content acquisition success rate, and ECV+ achieves the best performance. The basic
method was already presented at APCC (Asia-Pacific Conference on Communications) 2018 [8]. In this
paper, a new cache management policy is introduced to better exploit the storage in vehicles to cache
more contents, and more evaluations (e.g., the impact of cache buffer capacity, vehicle density) are
added to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method in different scenarios.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews background and related works on
CCN. Section 3 proposes the basic method for applying CCN to IVC, analyzes the problem of cache
miss, and makes extensions from different aspects. Then, Section 4 presents the evaluation results.
Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper and points out future work.

2. Related Works

This section reviews related research on CCN and routing.

2.1. CCN

CCN is a network architecture that enables efficient content delivery [5]. When requesting content,
the requester issues an Interest packet specifying the content name instead of the content provider’s
address, and sends it towards the content provider. The requested content is sent back in the Data
packet (response) from the provider and cached in the intermediate relay nodes. The cache is used
later when the same content is requested again by other vehicles, and in this way the dissemination
efficiency is improved. To this end, each CCN node has three functions: a CS (Content Store) for
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storing the content cache, an FIB (Forwarding Information Base) for delivering Interest packets towards
the provider, and a PIT (Pending Interest Table) for forwarding Data packets towards the requesters.
CCN is expected to reduce the number of content delivery hops and improve the content acquisition
success rate.

Existing work on CCN [9,10] can be broadly divided into naming, routing, and caching [11].
In research on naming, it is possible to identify content information by a hierarchical prefix [12].
This method differs from the proposed method in that it focuses on naming and is only effective when
the content is static. To apply this to IVC, it is necessary to consider what should be classified as
road/traffic information identifiers. With respect to routing, it has been proposed that a city map be
divided geographically and used for content search and routing by defining its own partition [13].
However, the CCN implementation is still an application layer overlay.

Many efforts have been devoted to cache. A cooperative caching algorithm is suggested to use
cache buffer effectively [14]. Although it has achieved promising results with excellent cache efficiency,
it has the disadvantage of not being able to handle dynamic content. Caching with a probability [15] is
suggested to avoid redundant caching, and various methods have been put forward for calculating the
cache probability, such as using the number of hops, using content popularity, or considering cache
allocation. In [16], an efficient method of determining popularity is defined, and an excellent caching
method is proposed by using intermediate routers and edge nodes. This method is a very good cache
allocation method from the viewpoint of content popularity. However, the number of assumed contents
is small, and it does not deal with the problems peculiar to IVC, and not consider routing in actual
environments. In [17], in order to reduce cache redundancy and improve cache hit rate, the importance
of each node associated with the shortest path is exploited. In order to reduce frequent cache exchanges
and to guide paths that lead to cache hits, a new hierarchy caching scheme is considered. This is a
strategy based on node importance and content popularity, and pairing using a probability matrix.
This approach diversifies node usage for caches and avoids redundant caches. In [18], factors affecting
the ICN (information centric network) cache in VANET (vehicular ad hoc network) are discussed,
as follows: (1) Vehicles are reluctant to follow cache rules from a privacy perspective. (2) Network
topology changes dynamically due to the high speed movement of vehicles. (3) Vehicle cache storage
space and bandwidth resources are relatively small compared to base stations and routers, and cache
redundancy needs to be reduced. This paper proposes community similarity and population base,
introduces content popularity into hop number based caching vehicle selection method, and reduces
cache exchange overhead through prediction-based coordinated cache replacement.

Table 1 below presents a comparison of aforementioned related works. As shown in this table,
CCN is actively researched, but naming, routing, and cache usually are separately studied, and the
mobility feature of IVC is not well considered. When CCN is implemented as an overlay in the
application layer, it is necessary to update the FIB whenever the network topology changes, which causes
a lot of overhead. In addition, the movement of vehicles also affects cache hit rate. Although different
caching schemes have been explored, little work takes into account the impact of wireless channel.
In this paper, we consider the influence of the channel usage rate on the cache instead of the popularity
because the lifetime of the content exchanged by IVC is short.

2.2. Routing

When CCN is applied to IVC, content distribution depends on the choice of relay vehicles. As for
relay selection based on location information, the farthest vehicle (within the transmission range of the
sender) is generally preferentially selected as a relay vehicle in order to improve relay efficiency [1].
In this way, the transmission distance in one hop can be extended as much as possible, and the number
of hops required for dissemination can be reduced.
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Table 1. Comparison of related works.

Related Works Task Pros Cons

Hierarchical Semantics [12] Naming Hierarchical prefix that can
identify content

Valid only if content
is enacted

Hierarchical Bloom-Filter
Routing [13] Routing Excellent content searchability

with unique partition definition
CCN is still implemented

by overlay

Collaborative Caching Based
on Social Relations [14] Cache Cache placement algorithm with

excellent cache efficiency
Cannot handle

dynamic content

ProbCache [15] Cache
Avoid redundant caches by
exploiting hop count and

popularity

Not consider content lifetime
in inter-vehicle
communication

Distributed Caching
Strategy [16] Cache Excellent popularity definition

and cache placement method
An efficient routing method

for IVC is required.

Hierarchical Cluster-Based
Caching [17] Cache Diversify node usage for caching Need to be linked to specific

naming and routing

Community Similarity and
Population-based Cache

Policy [18]
Cache

Reducing overhead of cache
exchange by prediction-based

coordinated cache replacement

Need complicated routing
and naming to realize

cache strategy

Packet reception status changes due to vehicle movement and channel fading in IVC. Vehicles
that received a packet select the next relay vehicle in an autonomous and distributed manner based on
the same position (distance) information. This share of position information between vehicles can be
realized by using information exchange in the 700 MHz band for driving safety support system [19].
The number of hops is reduced by selecting the farthest vehicle within the communication range of
the transmitter. Specifically, potential relay vehicles are sorted according to their distance (progress)
from the transmitter, and their distance order is associated with different waiting time (in terms of
slots) before forwarding. By assigning a shorter waiting time (an earlier slot) to a vehicle farther away
from the transmitting vehicle, among all vehicles that are within the communication range of the
transmitter and have received the packet, the farthest vehicle becomes the relay vehicle because it
starts forwarding in the earliest time, which makes other potential relays cancel their forwarding.

3. Proposed Method

Figure 1 shows the framework of the proposed methods, where the left side corresponds to the
basic CV method, and the right side is its extensions, which further solve the cache miss problem in the
mobile environment (ECV), and presents the cache optimization method based on channel usage rate
(ECV+).
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3.1. CCN for Vehicle Network

The CCN for Vehicular Network (CV method) is the baseline. In this method, we propose a
naming mechanism and a routing mechanism for efficient dissemination.

3.1.1. Content Naming (Solution of Problem 1)

The content name is composed of (1) geographic information and (2) road/traffic information
indicating the type of event.

(1) Geographic information naming

Each intersection on the road is assigned a name (using coordinates), and intersection names are
used as high level geographical information. Then, the name of the road link (hereinafter referred to as
link) from intersection A to B is “AB”. Intersection A is simply “A”, and “AB/BC/C” shows the entire
route from intersection A to C via links AB and BC.

(2) Naming of road and traffic information types

The names and values of the information types are listed in Table 2.

Table 2. Types of road and traffic information.

Information Type Value

Passability judgment Passable/not passable
Congestion Normal/Slightly congested/Congested

Road surface condition Normal/Freezing/Poor visibility, etc.

3.1.2. Routing (Solution of Problem 2)

The original definition of FIB and PIT in CCN is modified. Any vehicle that received an Interest
packet can be a relay vehicle. Here, in order to improve relay efficiency, among the vehicles that have
received an Interest packet, the vehicle farthest away from the transmitter (with the longest progress)
is preferentially selected as the relay vehicle [1]. The location information of surrounding vehicles
is shared in advance and compared instantly. Within the communication range of the transmitter,
the longer distance (progress) a vehicle is from the transmitter, the shorter waiting time it is set in
the MAC (media access control) layer. In this way, the farthest vehicle is selected as the relay vehicle.
The whole process consists of the following three steps, as shown in Figure 2:

I. Vehicle(s) sends an Interest packet. After receiving an Interest packet, the relay vehicle is
selected autonomously by setting the waiting time for the relay candidates. Figure 2 shows
how the waiting time is set in terms of slots, where a vehicle with a longer distance has a
shorter waiting time. For example, vehicle(a) is assigned the 1st slot (with the shortest waiting
time), vehicle(b) is assigned the 2nd slot, vehicle(c) is assigned the 3rd slot, and vehicle(d) is
assigned the 4th slot, according to their distance from the sending vehicle(s).

II. If the farthest vehicle has the required content in its cache buffer, it returns the content in the
Data packet, otherwise it forwards the Interest packet.

III. A Data packet is forwarded in the same way as an Interest packet. A vehicle that overhears the
Data packet keeps a copy in its cache buffer.

Algorithm 1 explains the whole process including how to process Interest (lines 1–15) and Data
(lines 16–27) packets. When an Interest or Data packet is received, at first, all neighbors of the sender,
nneigh, within the transmission range of the sender, is obtained. Then, the distance (progress), dneigh,
from the sender to nneigh, is computed, which is further sorted in decreasing order. Each vehicle finds
its own distance order iown, and, on this basis, sets a timer. When the timer expires and the channel
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remains idle since its setting, the vehicle obtains the right to transmit, either a Data packet if it has the
required content in its cache buffer, or the Interest packet otherwise.Electronics 2019， 8， x FOR PEER REVIEW 6 of 15 
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Algorithm 1 Processing Interest and Data packets in the CV method

1: procedure OnReceivingInterestPacket()
2: Get current sender and target area from Interest packet
3: Get all neighbors of sender, nneigh, within the transmission range of the sender
4: Compute progress (distance), dneigh, from sender to nneigh in the direction of target area
5: Sort dneigh in the decreasing order
6: Find own order in the sorted dneigh as iown

7: Set a timer, twait = tslot × iown, tslot is the slot length
8: if (Timer expires and channel remains idle) then
9: if (Required content is in the cache buffer) then
10: Start transmitting Data packet as a response to the Interest packet
11: else
12: Start forwarding Interest packet
13: end if
14: end if
15: return
16: procedure OnReceivingDataPacket()
17: Get requester (destination of Data packet) and its current sender
18: Get all neighbors of sender, nneigh, within the transmission range of the sender
19: Compute progress (distance), dneigh, from sender to nneigh in the direction of requester
20: Sort dneigh in the decreasing order
21: Find own order in the sorted dneigh as iown

22: Set a timer, twait = tslot × iown, tslot is the slot length
23: if (Timer expires and channel remains idle) then
24: Start forwarding Data packet
25: end if
26: Store Data packet in cache buffer with probability 1
27: return

In the basic method, the cache miss problem occurs when the farthest vehicle in the communication
range of the transmitter actually does not have the required content in its cache buffer, although other
closer vehicles do. This problem is explained by Figure 3. When vehicle (b) is the farthest vehicle
(within the neighbors of vehicle (s)), the cache of vehicle (b) is hit. However, when vehicle (a) moves
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near and becomes the farthest vehicle, it has no required content in the cache buffer. Due to the nature
of giving priority to the farthest vehicle, vehicle (a) obtains the right to transmit. However, it cannot
detect whether there is a cache in other nearby vehicles, and decides to relay the Interest packet,
which leads to the cache miss problem in the CV method.
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The other problem of the basic method is cache redundancy. A copy is kept on all vehicles
that have overheard a Data packet. As a result, this hinders efficient use of vehicle storage to store
more contents.

3.2. Extended CV Method

In order to solve the cache miss problem, we propose the Extended CV (ECV method) that
realizes cache miss avoidance function. In the CV method, slot assignment for Interest/Data packet
transmission is unified, and the decision of forwarding Interest packets and Data packets is based
on the same slot. Because the vehicle farthest away from the transmitter does not know whether
other closer vehicles have the required content, when it, on its own, does not have required content,
it decides to start forwarding the Interest packet at its own slot, which may lead to the cache miss
problem. In the ECV method, replying to an Interest packet (by a Data packet) and forwarding an
Interest packet are divided into two separate stages, and replying a Data packet is given higher priority.
Specifically, the ECV method first allocates slots for relay selection for replying a Data packet and then
allocates different slots for relay selection for forwarding the Interest packet. If any vehicle with the
required content replies a Data packet in the first stage, the relaying of the Interest packet is cancelled.
Otherwise, the farthest vehicle continues to forward the Interest packet as in the basic CV method.

Figure 4 shows how each vehicle is assigned two slots, one for Data packet and the other for
Interest packet. The slots for the Data packet are assigned before those for the Interest packet so that
any vehicle with the required content can reply a Data packet. Now, the relay selection for replying the
Data packet adopts a different policy, the closer a vehicle is to the transmitter (of the Interest packet),
the higher priority it has because a shorter distance generally means a higher transmission reliability.
After that, the farthest vehicle is selected for forwarding the Data packet in the same way as for Interest
packets. The slot allocation for Interest packet is the same as in the basic CV method.

For example, in Figure 4, because vehicle (d) is the closest to the sender (s), its transmission
priority of the Data packet is the highest and its transmission priority of the Interest packet is the
lowest. Conversely, because vehicle (a) is the farthest from the sender (s), its transmission priority of
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the Data packet is the lowest and its transmission priority of the Interest packet is the highest. In this
way, the cache hits if any vehicle holds the required content.Electronics 2019， 8， x FOR PEER REVIEW 8 of 15 
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Figure 4. ECV method.

The difference between the ECV method and the CV method lies in the processing of Interest
packet, which is described by Algorithm 2: the slots for replying a Data packet (1st stage, lines 6–13)
and forwarding the Interest packet (2nd stage, lines 15–20) are separated.

Algorithm 2 Processing Interest packet in the ECV method

1: procedure OnReceivingInterestPacket()
2: Get requester, sender and target area from Interest packet
3: #1st stage, contend to reply Data packet, nearest distance first
4: Get all neighbors of sender, nneigh, within the transmission range of the sender
5: Compute progress (distance), dneigh, from sender to nneigh in the direction of requester
6: Sort dneigh in the increasing order
7: Find own order in the sorted dneigh as iown

8: Set a timer, twait = tslot × iown, tslot is the slot length
9: if (Timer expires and channel remains idle) then # no other node replies
10: if (Required content is in the cache buffer) then
11: Start transmitting Data packet as a response to the Interest packet
12: end if
13: end if
14: #2nd stage, contend to forward Interest packet, longest distance first
15: Sort dneigh in the decreasing order
16: Find own order in the sorted dneigh as iown

17: Set a timer, twait = tslot × iown, tslot is the slot length
18: if (Timer expires and channel remains idle) then
19: Start forwarding Interest packet
20: end if
21: return

3.3. Further Enhancement of the ECV Method

We notice that, when vehicle density is high enough, the cache hit performance will not deteriorate
much even if the same content is cached only at some vehicles, compared to the case where all vehicles
cache the same content. Therefore, probability-based cache management is introduced to better share
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vehicle cache buffer and improve cache efficiency, and this method is called ECV+. In the ECV method,
cache probability is always 1, whereas, in the ECV+ method, cache probability is pcache < 1 (pcache
changes dynamically). This method does not consider the popularity which reflects how often a
content is required. This is because a content in IVC has a short lifetime, and the popularity becomes
meaningless whenever the content reaches its lifetime.

If cache probability is too small in order to increase the diversity of cached content, the cache hit
rate may decrease, when a content is not cached by any vehicle, and the number of hops will increase.
As a result, the amount of communication increases and the channel usage rate increases. On the other
hand, if the cache probability is too large, vehicles tend to cache the same content, and cache hit rate
decreases if diverse contents are required but not hit in any vehicle, which also affects the amount of
communication. Therefore, it is necessary to dynamically adjust the cache probability according to a
channel usage rate.

Based on the above description, the ECV+ method compares the channel usage rate before and
after content delivery, and performs a heuristic feedback control of cache probability, in order to
increase cache hit rate and avoid channel congestion. The whole process is described by Algorithm 3,
where the process is run periodically. Specifically, cache probability pcache is adjusted by comparing the
difference between past (ρold) and current (ρnew) channel usage rate with a threshold (ρth), in order to
evaluate the effectiveness of the previous control. It is expected that the period is long enough so that
channel usage rate already becomes stable under the new cache probability and also short enough so
that the algorithm can track the change in network traffic. Similarly, as for the adjustment value ∆, too
large a value makes the system unstable while too small a value makes it difficult to track traffic change.
The period parameter and adjustment value ∆ are set to 1s and 0.1, respectively, by initial experiments.

Since caching decision is probabilistic, redundant cache can be avoided, and the amount of cache
is adjusted to an appropriate value by dynamically changing cache probability. Vehicle density, another
factor that may affect cache probability, although not explicitly considered, is indirectly involved in
the control.

Algorithm 3 Control of cache probability

1: procedure UpdateCacheProbability()
2: ρold ← 0.5 # initialize channel usage rate
3: pcache ← 0.5 # initialize cache probability
4: while (true) do
5: ρnew = GetChannelUsageRate()
6: if (|ρnew − ρold|) > ρth) then
7: if ( ρnew < ρold and ρnew < ρmax) then
8: pcache ← pcache − ∆
9: else if ((ρnew > ρold and ρnew < ρmax) or ρnew > ρmax) then
10: pcache ← pcache + ∆
11: end if
12: end if
13: ρold ← ρnew

14: Sleep for a period (1 second)
15: end while
16: procedure GetChannelUsageRate(): Function to get channel usage rate

3.4. A Short Comparison of Three Methods

A short comparison of three methods is shown in Table 3. Generally, CV is a baseline,
which implements the basic CCN functions, although it has the cache miss issue. ECV solves
the cache miss issue by giving higher priority to the response of Data packet. On this basis, ECV+ tries
to better improve the efficiency of cache buffer in neighbor vehicles by computing cache probability
from channel usage rate.
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Table 3. Comparison of three methods.

Method Task Pros Cons

CV Apply CCN (naming and
caching) to IVC

Tight integration of CCN
with geographic routing Cache miss issue

ECV Prioritize response
over request Avoid cache miss Extra overhead, and a slight

increase in delay

ECV+
Control cache probability by

using channel usage rate
Share buffer of

adjacent vehicles
Limited performance when the

number of vehicles is small

4. Simulation Evaluation

Simulation evaluation is performed to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method.
The number of hops (the average number of transmissions per data packet), and the content acquisition
success rate per interest packet, are used as main performance metrics.

4.1. Comparison Methods

Four methods, Non-Cache, CV, ECV, and ECV+, will be compared. Non-Cache does not use the
cache mechanism of CCN. CV (Section 3.1) is the baseline method that realizes the CCN function for
IVC. ECV (Section 3.2) is an extension of CV and solves the cache miss problem. ECV+ (Section 3.3)
includes all the proposed functions and improves cache efficiency by monitoring the channel usage rate.

4.2. Simulation Conditions

In the simulation, the actual map data obtained from the open street map is read into the network
simulator Scenargie [20], and the shielding of the building is emulated. The area used for the simulation
is the Ginza area in Tokyo (Figure 5), which represents the urban area of Japan. It is assumed that
each vehicle is interested in road/traffic information along its trajectory in order for smooth travel.
Therefore, each vehicle queries for forward intersections (for the purpose of determining whether it
will pass that intersection or take an alternative path if congestion will occur there). All vehicles issue
Interest packets, and the target intersection of Interest packet is specified based on the popularity of
intersections set according to the types of roads that make up the intersection.
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Table 4 shows a detailed simulation setting. The moving speed of vehicles ranges from 20 km/h to
30 km/h. Traffic lights at intersections change periodically (period is 90 s). The information lifetime is
30 s.

Table 4. Simulation setting.

Item Value

Network simulator Scenargie [20]
Field 1600 m × 1600 m
Area Ginza

Vehicle initial position random
Vehicle speed 20 km/h~30 km/h

Total number of vehicles 300–700 units
Cache update Least Recently Used (LRU)

Communication method IEEE802.11p (5.9 GHz)
Transmission rate 3 Mbps

Packet size Interest 256 bytes
Data 512 bytes

Radio propagation model Nakagami (with fading)
Information generation interval for each vehicle 1 s–16 s

Simulation execution time 300 s
Number of executions 720 times

Buffer size 1 GB–10,000 GB

4.3. Simulation Results

Here, we show the simulation results using the cache buffer capacity, information generation
interval, and vehicle density as parameters.

4.3.1. Results under Different Cache Buffer Capacity

When cache buffer capacity of each vehicle is changed from 1 GB, 10 GB, 100 GB, 1000 GB, to
10,000 GB, Figure 6 shows the variation of average number of hops, content acquisition success rate,
cache hit rate, and cache probability, respectively. In addition, 95% confidence interval is also shown in
each figure.

As the cache buffer capacity increases, the average number of hops decreases (Figure 6a),
while content acquisition success rate increases (Figure 6b). This is because more contents can be stored
in the cache buffer and the cache hit rate improves as the cache buffer capacity increases (Figure 6c).

The average number of hops of the three methods using CCN is almost equal at 1 GB. This is
because only a few contents can be cached and cache hit rate is low. The average hop count decreases
as the cache buffer capacity increases to 10 GB and 100 GB, but approaches steady values when the
cache buffer capacity is increased from 1000 GB to 10,000 GB because, with 1000 GB, most contents
can be cached. In the vicinity of 100 GB, the difference among different methods in the average
number of hops is large: 13.4 for Non-Cache, 7.1 for CV, 4.9 for ECV, and 2.3 for ECV+. ECV+, ECV,
and CV, respectively, reduce the average number of hops by up to 83%, 63%, and 47%, compared
with Non-Cache.

With the increase of cache buffer capacity, cache hit rate improves and the average number of
hops decreases. Accordingly, the probability of packet loss decreases, which leads to a higher content
acquisition success rate. When cache buffer capacity is 100 GB, ECV+ improves the content acquisition
success rate by about 45% compared with ECV.

The results in Figure 6d show that the cache probability in ECV+ tends to increase with cache
buffer capacity. When the cache buffer capacity is 100 GB, the average cache probability is 36%,
which means nearly three times of contents can be cached compared with ECV. As a result, ECV+

improves cache hit rate by about 68% compared with ECV. The cache hit rate of ECV+ is very high
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at 1000 GB (Figure 6c), and is almost 100% at 10,000 GB because the actual message volume is about
5000 GB.
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Figure 6. Results under different cache buffer capacity (information generation interval is 4 s and the
number of vehicles is 500).

4.3.2. Results under Different Information Generation Intervals

When the information generation interval is changed from 1, 2, 4, 8, to 16 seconds, Figure 7
shows average number of hops, content acquisition success rate, cache hit rate, and cache
probability, respectively.

As the information generation interval increases, channel usage rate decreases, and cache hit rate
increases (Figure 7c). Accordingly, the average number of hops decreases (Figure 7a) while content
acquisition success rate increases (Figure 7b). When the information generation interval is large (16 s),
most contents can be cached, and the performance difference among ECV+, ECV, and CV for the
average number of hops is not large. However, when the information generation interval is small (1 s
and 2 s), many messages lead to channel congestion. Under these severe circumstances, the average
number of hops in all methods gets large, but ECV+ helps to greatly reduce the average number of
hops, and achieves a much higher content acquisition success rate, compared with other methods.

Figure 7d shows that cache probability decreases as the information generation interval increases.
When the information generation interval is small, too much information leads to a high channel usage
rate. Thus, the cache probability is increased to suppress the channel usage rate.

4.3.3. Results under Different Vehicle Density

When vehicle density changes, Figure 8 shows the variation in the average number of hops,
content acquisition success rate, cache hit rate, and cache probability, respectively.

As the vehicle density increases, the average number of hops decreases a little (Figure 8a). This is
because more vehicles help improve network connectivity. Accordingly, the content acquisition success
rate increases (Figure 8b). ECV+ further exploits more vehicles to cache more contents (cache hit rate
increases with vehicle density in Figure 8c), and achieves much higher performance than other methods.
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Figure 7. Results under different information generation intervals (cache buffer capacity is 100 GB and
the number of vehicles is 500).

Figure 8d shows that cache probability decreases as the vehicle density increases. This is because
ECV+ tries to exploit vehicle buffer to cache more contents, and, accordingly, the amount of content to
be cached per vehicle decreases.
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Figure 8. Results under different number of vehicles (cache buffer capacity is 100 GB and information
generation interval is 4 s).
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4.4. Discussion

Of the three parameters (cache buffer capacity, information generation interval, and vehicle
density), the parameter that most affects the results is cache buffer capacity. With plain CCN
(cache function), cache function helps to reduce the average number of hops and improve the success
rate of dissemination. When cache buffer capacity is too small (frequent update of cache buffer leads to
low hit rate) or too large (most contents can be cached), the superiority of ECV+ is not very obvious.
However, with a moderate cache buffer capacity, ECV+ far outperforms other methods, and achieves
better cost performance. The cache buffer capacity of 10,000 GB is not realistic at this stage yet.
However, advances in storage technology surely will reduce the cost of cache memory. Meanwhile
more IVC messages are expected to be generated in the era of self-driving. Therefore, a large cache
buffer capacity will improve the performance of the proposed method when it becomes practical.

Information generation interval affects channel usage rate. The information generation interval of
several seconds is used to evaluate the proposed method in severe conditions. Due to the nature of
Pull-type delivery, information with low urgency is delivered by request, so the information generation
interval is expected to increase in real scenarios, where the proposed method is expected to work
well too.

Vehicle density has less impact on the results than the other parameters. One potential reason is
that vehicle density is not explicitly taken into account in adjusting cache probability. However, a big
change can be seen when the number of vehicles gets larger than a threshold. On the other hand, if the
number of vehicles is too small (which affects the connectivity), the result will be greatly deteriorated.

From the above discussions, the proposed ECV+ method improves performance more or less
in different scenarios. If the cache probability can be controlled in a better way by machine learning
(e.g., reinforcement learning), it is expected that the superiority of the proposed method will be
more obvious.

5. Conclusions

We have proposed to apply CCN for efficient collection of road and traffic information via IVC.
The importance of unique naming and topology adaptive routing has been verified before. By further
including the dynamic adjustment of cache probability, the proposed ECV+ method greatly reduces
the average number of hops by up to 83% and improves content acquisition success rate by up to
689% compared with the method without a cache mechanism. The effect of the proposed method
strongly depends on the cache buffer capacity of each vehicle. In order to maximize the effectiveness of
the proposed method with limited cache buffer, cache probability is adjusted, based on the channel
usage rate.

In the future, in order to cope with more complicated vehicle-to-vehicle communication, we aim
to apply reinforcement learning to adjust cache probability. In addition, since delivery by multi-hop
communication depends on the vehicle topology, experiments in other urban areas and on highways
will also be conducted.
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